

THE FIRST SHOWA SERIES OF DEFINITIVE STAMPS – COIL STAMPS.
Kenneth G. Clark.
This Part in this series of articles, discusses the First Showa series coil stamps, Nissen catalogue numbers 240 5
rin, 241 2 sen, 242 4 sen, and 243 14 sen. The main sources of information were from the books by ARAI
Toshimoto ‘Showa Stamp Research’ (in Japanese language) and that by SUZUKI Katsuhiko ‘Japan’s Coil
Stamps’ (Japanese language) also from ‘Japanese Philately’ and notes within the Nissen (JSCA) catalogue.
Translations from these sources were carried out by our member Mr. Nicholas Pertwee.
Arai states that in 1938 the first domestically produced stamp vending machine was manufactured, and on the
25th January 1938 the 2 sen Nogi coil stamp and the 4 sen Togo coil stamps were put on sale for use in this
vending machine, however after frequent breakdowns the machine was scrapped.
In the same year the Tokyo based Nippon Typewriter Co., Ltd. Started marketing its own automated stampaffixing machine known as the ‘Sutamparu’. This machine could only be loaded with coil stamps and so the
company approached the Communications Ministry and was successful in having an agreement which allowed
the 1938 Showa 3 sen in the Tazawa design printed on white paper (Nissen 179) see Figure 108 and the 1938
Showa 14 sen Kasuga Shrine stamp (243) specially produced in 500-stamp coils and also the existing 2 sen (242)
Nogi and the 4 sen (243) Togo stamps. In 1939 this was followed by the 5 rin (240) Warrant Cargo Ship design
Showa stamp. All of these stamps were sold in complete rolls mounted into the stamp affixing machine. For this
reason the 5 rin, 3 sen and 14 sen stamps were not sold by the Post Office.

These Showa stamps were all rotary printed on the Goebel printing press and perforated 13 in between stamps
within a roll of 500 stamps.

3 sen (179)
FIGURE 108, 1938 3 sen Showa coil stamp in the Tazawa design, rotary press printed on white paper with
watermark type W3, new die size 18.5mm x 22.5mm, in colour bright rose-red.
When the Tazawa type coil stamps 1½ sen (164) and 3 sen (165) were issued printed on rough granite paper in
1933, a British made vending machine was introduced but this was a failure due to the high humidity
experienced in Japan and this machine was removed.
Learning from the experience of vending the Tazawa type coil stamps the Postal Authorities saw six
domestically produced duplex automatic coil stamp vending machines which were completed at the beginning
of 1938 and these were installed at six locations in Tokyo. The coil stamps produced for these vending machines
were in rolls of 1000 stamps of types 2 sen (241) and 4 sen (242).
The first machine to be installed in Tokyo was at the north (Nihonbashi) entrance of Mitsukoshi department
store. The rolls were stored in a tin plate holder.
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5 rin (240)

2 sen (241)

4 sen (242)

14 sen (243)

FIGURE 109, First Showa series set of coil stamps, rotary press printed on white paper, with watermark
type W3, coil width 21.5mm, in colours (240) bluish-violet, (241) red, (242) emerald green,
(243) brown-lake and pink.
The details and descriptions of these stamps as given in the Nissen (JSCA) catalogue are as follows;
240 The 5 rin (½ sen) Warrant Cargo Ship Coil stamp.
240, This 5 rin (½ sen) rotary printed (Geobel printing press) coil stamp with a design of the ‘Warrant Cargo
Ship’, appeared on the 1st April 1939, printed on white paper with watermark type W3 and the coil width being
21.5mm, with the perforation between stamps being P13 enclosed within the cut edges, the stamp colour is
Bluish-Violet.
This coil stamp should be regarded as belonging to the same group as the Tazawa design Showa stamp 3 sen on
white paper and the 14 sen Kasuga Taisha (shrine) Showa coil stamp (243). This and the other Showa design
coil were sold in rolls of 500 directly to Nippon Typewriter Company (Nippon Taipuraita KK) for fitting to
their automatic stamp- affixing machine (named the ‘Sutamparu’), whose build resembled a numbering
machine. One roll consisted of 500 stamps contained in a white celluloid holder.
For the 5 rin value (240) two constant varieties exist 240Rv-22a and 240Rv-22b appear on some coils on every
23rd stamp (1 rotation of the rotary press). These are illustrated below in Figure 110.

FIGURE 110, Constant varieties on the 5 rin coil stamp Rv-22a and Rv-22b.
There were no sales at post office counters of this coil stamp. The rolls of stamps were sold via Kyobashi Post
Office directly to Nippon Typewriter Company and that date of the 1st April 1939 is taken as the day of issue.
In that the postal authorities did not begrudge enlisting the support of a private enterprise should be seen in the
context of joint research into the development of automatic vending machines for postage stamps.
241 The 2 sen Nogi Maresuke Coil stamp.
241 This 2 sen rotary printed (Geobel printing press) coil stamp with the design being a portrait of General
Nogi Maresuke, appeared on the 25th January 1938, printed on white paper with watermark type W3 and the
coil width being 21.5mm with the perforations between stamps being P13 enclosed within the cut edges, the
stamp colour is Red.
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Following the sales of these 2 sen stamps through vending machines the roll size was reduced to 500 stamp rolls
enclosed in white celluloid holders and sold directly to Nippon Typewriter Company for use in their Sutamparu
machines which were sold as the machine containing the 500 stamps mainly to commercial enterprises.
The 2 sen coil stamp was issued to meet the 2 sen postcard (2nd Class) rate which was in force between April
1937 and April 1944.
242 The 4 sen Togo Heihachiro Coil stamp.
242 This 4 sen rotary printed (Geobel printing press) coil stamp with the design being that of a portrait of
Admiral Togo Heihachiro, appeared on the 25th January 1938, printed on white paper with the watermark type
W3 and the coil width being 21.5mm and the perforation between stamps being P13 enclosed within the cut
edges, the stamp colour is Emerald Green.
242 The circumstances for use and distribution are identical to that of the 2 sen (241) coil stamp.
The 4 sen coil stamp was issued to meet 4 sen 1st class sealed letter rate in force between April 1937 and April
1942 then the 100gr printed matter rate until the 1st April 1944. This 4 sen coil stamp when compared to the 2
sen coil shows much lower usage as a single stamp and overall was a stamp that was not so often used.
243 The 14 sen Kasuga Taisha Coil stamp.
243 This 14 sen coil stamp was rotary printed (Geobel printing press) with the design of Kasuga Taisha
(Kasuga Shrine), the stamp appeared on the 5th December 1938, printed on white paper with a watermark of
type W3 and the coil width of 21.5mm with the perforation between stamps of P13 enclosed within the cut
edges, the stamp colour is Brown-Lake and Pink.
The circumstances and method of sale are identical to that of the 5 rin (240) coil stamp, in that the complete
rolls of stamps were sold directly to Nippon Typewriter Company for fitting to their ‘Sutamparu’ automatic
dispensing-affixing machine.
There were no over the counter sales at any post office, instead all of the stamps produced were sold to Nippon
Typewriter Company through Kyobashi Post Office and that date of sale has been taken as the date of issue for
this 14 sen coil stamp.
A roll of the 14 sen coil stamps consists of 500 stamps contained in a tinplate holder.
This stamp was issued to meet the First Class Sealed Registered Letter Rate of 14 sen, this rate was introduced
in April 1937 and lasted to April 1942. The 14 sen stamp is the most difficult to obtain Mint, Used and is rare to
find on covers.
Forgeries.
It was reported by George Fisher in the February 1967 issue of ‘Japanese Philately’ (22/35) that forgeries
existed of these Showa coil stamps, these had been made by trimming the perforations from the normal stamps
that had been produced in fully perforated sheets, with the differences in catalogue value being significant.
These forgeries were also reported in 1968 from Japan by Suzuki Katsuhiko in his book ‘Nippon no Koiru
Kitte’ in which he states ‘having seen one offered as genuine in a stamp exhibition at a university in Tokyo.
Examples of mint and used stamps are shown below in Figure 111.
The main method of detection of these forgeries is by the measurement from edge to edge of the coil width, in
the genuine stamps the width will be 21.5 mm whilst in the forgeries this measurement will be 20.5 mm or less.
One should be very careful in purchasing these stamps as it is not always obvious especially if you do not have a
measuring device to hand.
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221R trimmed

223R trimmed

225R trimmed

232R trimmed

FIGURE 111, Forgeries of the Showa coil stamps produced by the trimming off of the perforations from the
less expensive sheet fully perforated stamps.
These forgeries can also be found on the Flat Plate printings of the 5 rin (221F) the 2 sen (223F) and the 4 sen
(225F) fully perforated stamps but here they can be detected not only by the coil stamp width but also by the
die sizes. A value comparison table for the mint stamps is shown in Figure 112 below.

FIGURE 112, Illustrates the price differences between the Mint fully perforated stamps from sheets and the
coil stamps from rolls. The prices given are for single stamps, the value margin becomes much greater for
strips of the coil stamps against pairs, etc., of the fully perforated sheet stamps.
The used stamps also appear as forgeries and all of the circumstances applied to the mint stamps are applicable
to the used stamps, some examples are shown below in Figure 113 and a table of values between the forgeries
and the genuine stamps is shown in Figure 114.

FIGURE 113, Set of Used forgeries of the Showa coil stamps from rolls, these stamps having come from sheets
that have had the perforations cut off from the vertical sides.
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FIGURE 114, Showing the difference in value between the Used fully perforated stamps from sheets, this
difference is greatly enhanced for multiple coil stamp strips.
The Test Coil Stamps.
During the 1930’s when Japan was experimenting with Stamp vending machines the Japanese Government
Printing Bureau produced gummed ‘Test Coil Stamps’ for use in proving these machines, the stamps were in
several different designs. These stamps were produced to be exactly like the issued stamps on the same paper,
size, perforation, gumming and in complete rolls for insertion into the experimental machines.
The pre-war types of Test Coil Stamps were all printed in red ink, the three types, shown in Figure 115,
consisted of a) two horizontal rows of dashes as would be found in the sheet margins of the normal stamps, b)
two continuous parallel vertical bars, c) horizontal blocks with the word ‘Sutamparu’ in katakana syllabics.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

FIGURE 115, a) 2 horizontal rows dashes, b) 2 vertical bars, c) Sutamparu, d) gummed side, watermark W1.
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This Part in the series, discusses the used Coil stamps of the first Showa series and the stamps on covers. The
main sources of information are taken from the publications ‘Showa Stamp Research’ by Arai Toshimoto, ‘The
Showa Stamp Catalogue’ published by Yamazaki Yoshiyuki, ‘Japan’s Coil Stamps’ by Suzuki Katsuhiko, and
notes from the ‘Japanese Stamp Specialised Catalogue Vol 1’ (Nissen) published by Japan Philatelic Society,
Foundation, all of these items being written in Japanese Language and translated by our member Mr. Nicholas
Pertwee. Most of the items shown are from the collection of Ken Clark except where noted.
5 Rin Licensed Overseas Trading Vessel (Coil)

Issued 1 April 1939.

5 rin / ½ sen Rotary Printed Coil stamps.

(A)

(B)

FIGURE 122, 5 Rin Licensed Overseas Trading Vessel (coil stamp), Rotary Goebel Printing, Perf. 13,
Watermark type W3, Bluish-Violet on white paper, illustrating Used pairs (A) Blurred (B) Clear images.
Catalogue Value: 5rin, Single blurred ￥1,200. Single clear 8.000. Pair blurred 2,700. Pair clear 18,000
The ordinary 5 Rin stamp exists in both flat-plate and Goebel-printed form. The coil stamp too was going to be
printed by the flat-plate process but the Goebel press was used instead just as this was due to happen. It was
printed on the rotary-fed sheets and cut into strips row by row to produce coils of 500 stamps. 1000 such coils
were produced for a total of 500,000 stamps.
This stamp was never on sale at Post Offices as it was issued for use with the automatic stamp applicator
known as ‘Stamparu’ (‘Stamp-haru’ or ‘Stamp-sticker’) manufactured and marketed exclusively by the
Nippon Typewriter Co. Ltd; this device detached single stamps from the coil and attached them to the mail
item. The issue date of 1s April 1939 was just the date the stamp rolls were handed over to Nippon Typewriter
Company from the Communications Ministry via Kyobashi Post Office and it was some days after that when
the stamps could actually be used.
The 5 Rin value was the third-class rate for newspapers or fixed-date periodicals. Nippon Typewriter’s stamp
dispenser may have been designed to apply single stamps to this type of third-class mail but in fact only two
examples are known where this actually happened.
Official Notice of Issue
Design

Number issued
Paper
Plate
Gum
Perforation
Specimen stamps
Image dimensions
Postal rate 1/4/1937

None
The ship belonging to Sueyoshi Heizo Shigefusa, one of the
vessels licensed by the Government for overseas trading by
way of a ‘red permit’.
500,000 stamps (1,000 coils)
White, Showa watermark W3
Goebel printing
Colourless dextrine
13
None
18.5 x 22.7mm
Third-class mail. Up to 60g for Periodicals; 120g for
Newspapers; 600gr for Braille items,
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FIGURE 123, 1944 Cover paying the 1st Class sealed Letter rate of 7sen set on the 1st April 1944, illustrating the
use of coil stamps 2 x 5 rin, 1 x 4sen and 1 x 2sen.
Sent from Takano-cho, Ito-gun, Wakayama-ken.
Cancelled ‘Takano, Wakayama-ken, 19. 12. 20’, (20th December 1944).
Sent to Hatsusaki-machi, Horinouchi-cho, Shizuoka-ken.
Although the number of stamps issued was some 500,000 the actual amount dispensed / used from the Stampharu machine is unknown, nor is it known if Nippon Taipuraita KK actually sold all of the stamps fitted to
their machines and as to what proportions were used on mail and what were sold as mint stamps.
The 5rin (½ sen) stamp used on cover can be considered as quite scarce.
Values for Entires using 5rin coil stamps.
Third class periodicals Single stamp
￥800,000
Third-class mail items
Pair
250,000
Letter with 8 stamps
60,000
Letter with 8 stamps Used in Karafuto
800,000
Make-up value on 1½ Sen Prince Kusunoki postcard
20,000
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FIGURE 124, 1943 Cover to Germany via Siberia sent at the 20 sen Overseas Surface Mail rate valid from 1st
April 1937 until 31st March 1945. Franked with pair of 3sen Showa coil of Tazawa design, then strip of 4 5rin
(½sen) coil, pair of 2sen coil and pair of 4sen coil stamps.
Sent from a Mr. Porster, Kobashi-cho, Okayama-shi, Okayama-ken, Japan. Cancel ‘Okayama, 12.2.20’.
(20th February 1943). Sent to Kirchplatz 5, Grunberg/Oberhessen, Germany. Censored in Germany.

2 Sen Nogi Maresuke (coil)

Issued 25th January 1938.

FIGURE 125, 2 Sen Nogi Maresuke (coil stamp) Rotary Goebel Printing, Perf. 13, Watermark W3.
Colour Red on white paper.
Catalogue Value; 2 Sen, Single blurred ￥1,300. Single clear 9,000. Pair blurred 3,000. Pair clear 20,000.
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FIGURE 126, 1943 Cover paying the Registered 1st Class sealed Letter rate of 1st April 1942 at 17 sen,
Franked with 2 x 5rin, 1 x 2 + 1sen, 3 x 2sen coil, 2 x 4sen coil, = 17 + 1sen.
Sent from Kunitachi Post Office, Tokyo-fu, cancelled ‘Tokyo, Kunitachi, 18. 5. 25’, (25th May 1943).
Registered Kunitachi 545. Sent to Kurono-mura, Inaba-gun, Gifu-ken.
This stamp was produced and sold for use in automatic vending machines. When first issued it was in 1,000stamp coils in a tin-plate drum but this changed when there was a need to save on materials to 500-stamp coils
in a celluloid container.
It was first put on sale on 25th January 1938 at Mitsukoshi’s main store in Nihonbashi but no examples are
known used with this date. It was then put on sale on the 28th January at the Tokyo Central Post Office and
blank commemorative covers are known with this date on postmarks either with Japanese or Romanised
characters. More sales outlets became available as vending machines were installed at Shitaya Post Office,
Ginza Matsuzakaya, Keihin Department Store and in shops on the Underground system. It was also sold over
the counter at Shitaya Post Office. The vending machines were coin-operated and fed out a stamp for the
buyer to detach by hand. Several stamps could be bought at a time if more than one coin was inserted and the
machine dispensed the appropriate number of stamps still joined. Later, complete coils could be bought at
main post offices and many examples still exist of items made by collectors and sent through the post.
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FIGURE 127, 1944 Cover paying the 1st Class sealed Letter rate of 7sen set on the 1st April 1944 and valid until
the 41st March 1945, franked with 5sen and 2sen coil.
Sent by Teikoku Life Insurance, Marunouchi 1-1, Kojimachi-ku, Tokyo-to.
Cancel of ‘ Tokyo, Kojimachi, 19. 5. 18’, (18th May 1944).
Sent to Yamato-cho, Sano-shi, Tochigi-ken.
These 2 sen coil stamps exist with margins between stamps measuring 3.3mm (Type I) and 3.7mm (Type II).
This comes about as a result of the way in which units of 10 stamps from the Goebel master plate were
combined.
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Official Notice of Issue
Design
Number issued
Paper
Plate
Gum
Perforation
Specimen stamps
Image dimensions
First used
Postal rate for
Banned

None
Portrait of General Nogi Maresuke famous for his attack on
Port Arthur in the Russo-Japanese War.
1.6 million
White, Showa watermark
Goebel printing
Colourless dextrine
13
None
18.2 x 22.3mm
28th January 1938 (Tokyo Central)
Postcards (31/3/1944)
Use prohibited after 31 August 1947
Values for Postcards / Covers using 2sen coil stamps.
First-day cover (unaddressed envelope) S13.1.28
Tokyo Central (Japanese wording)
￥ 80,000
Entires
Postcards with single stamp
Domestic
Korea
Taiwan
Karafuto
Kwantung Province

￥15,000
20,000
20,000
35,000
30,000

Pair on letter
Domestic
Korea
Taiwan
Karafuto
Kwantung Province

15,000
25,000
25,000
8.000
10,000

Domestic mail, mixed usage

10,000

Foreign mail, mixed usage

50,000

4 Sen Togo Heihachiro (coil)

Issued 25th January 1938.
4 sen Rotary Printed Coil stamps.

FIGURE 128, 4mm Sen Togo Heihachiro (coil stamp), Rotary Goebel Printing Perf. 13, Watermark W3,
Emerald-Green on white paper, 4sen used cancelled with ‘Suginami, Tokyo, 13. 2. 30’.
Catalogue Value; 4sen Single blurred ￥1,400. Single clear 11,000. Pair blurred 3,200. Single clear 25,000.
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Like the 2 Sen Nogi coil, this stamp was produced and sold for use in automatic vending machines. Again, as
in the case of the 2 Sen coil, it first came in coils of 1,000 in a tin-plate drum, bit this was later changed to a
celluloid container holding 500 stamps.
The vending machines in question were designed to dispense both the 2 Sen Nogi and the 4 Sen Togo coils and
were known as the two-cycle model. The 4 Sen was also first put on sale at the Mitsukoshi main store in
Nihonbashi and then at Shitaya Post Office, Ginza Matsuzakaya, Keihin Department Store and at shops on the
Underground stations. Apart from the vending machines it was also put on sale by the Nippon Typewriter
Company for use in their Stamparu device.
Many commemorative covers exist from Tokyo Central Post Office dated 28th January 1938 with this stamp
used along with the 2 Sen Nogi coil.
The vast majority of covers that went through the post were made by collectors and examples of regular usage
are rare.

FIGURE 129, 1942 Registered Cover sent as a Registered 1st Class sealed Letter rate of 1st April 1942 at
17 sen, franked with 15sen, 2sen coil, 4sen coil = 21sen – Hand-stamped ‘Over Franking Accepted’.
From; Mejiro, Toshima-ku, Tokyo-shi, with cancel ‘Kudan, 17. 10. 15’, (15th October 1942) and
Registered ‘Kudan 463’. Large red cancel of ‘Tokyo, 17.10.15, Commemoration of Yasukuni Shrine’.
Sent to Amanuma 3-chome, Suginami-ku, Tokyo-shi.

a)

(b)

FIGURE 130, Reverse of Cover showing labels reading (a) ‘Let’s write Japanese in Romanised form’,
(b) ‘If the national Language prospers, the nation prospers’.
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Official Notice of Issue
Design
Number issued
Paper
Plate
Gum
Perforation
Specimen stamps
Image dimensions
First used
Postal rate for
Banned

None
Portrait of Admiral-of-the-Fleet Togo Heihachiro, victor of
the Battle of the Japan Sea in the Russo-Japanese War
13 million (2,600 coils)
White, Showa watermark
Goebel printing
Colourless dextrine
13
None
18.2 x 22.3mm
S13.1.28 Tokyo Central
Letters (- 31/3/1942)
Use prohibited after 31st August 1947
Values for Covers/Postcards with 4sen Coil.
First-day cover (unaddressed envelope)
S13.1.28 Tokyo Central (Japanese wording)

￥80,000

Entires
Letter with single stamp
Domestic
Korea
Taiwan
Karafuto
Kwantung Province

￥10,000
20,000
20,000
30,000
25,000

Domestic mail, mixed usage
Foreign mail, mixed usage

5,000
50,000

14 Sen Kasuga Grand Shrine (coil) Issued 5 December 1938.

FIGURE 131, 14 Sen Kasuga Grand Shrine (coil stamp) Rotary Goebel Printing, Perf 13, Watermark W3,
Brown-Lake and Pink,
Catalogue Value; 14sen, Single blurred ¥31,000. Single clear 70,000. Pair blur 65,000. Pair clear 160,000.
In the same way as the 5 Rin Trading Vessel coil stamp, this 14 Sen coil was also produced for use with Nippon
Typewriter Company’s ‘Stamparu’ stamp-applicator and was not on sale at post offices; it was sold exclusively
by the Nippon Typewriter company. Reports have it, though, that their device saw hardly any sales. People
could buy the stamp from Nippon Typewriter but in a minimum quantity of 500 stamps which was a significant
amount for an individual buyer,
The intension was that it would mainly be used by businesses who had a considerable amount of 1st Class
Registered mail to post. For the stamp collectors it ended up with the stamps being sold by dealers or at stamp
clubs.
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About a dozen covers are known and these can be considered as rare items and loose used stamps as very
scarce items, a handful of collectors having produced some of the known covers, while others are single-stamp
registered letters sent by members of the public. In a strictly postal sense the few ‘properly’ used examples
take precedence over collectors’ made items but, overall, examples with clear postmarks sent from unusual post
offices, such as Arai Kunitaro’s covers from the South Seas see Figure 132, tend to be preferred. This cover is
illustrated from the book ‘75th Anniversary of the SHOWA Series, 1st to 3rd Issues’. Other Registered covers are
shown in Figure 134 and Figure 135, being domestic usage covers.
Also to be mentioned is the large envelope with six of the 14 Sen coils, which is the only one of its type known,
shown in Figure 133 illustration taken from the Showa Catalogue.

FIGURE 133, Large Cover dated 19th May 1939 from Yokohama to France, franked with 8 x 3sen Tazawa
Showa coil stamps, 8 x 5rin Trading Ship coil stamps, 6 x 2sen Nogi coil stamps, 8 x 4sen Togo coil stamps,
And 6 x 14sen coil stamps totaling a rate of 1yen 65sen.
There are also examples of more than ten stamps used grouped together, one with Romanised Tokyo Central
Post Office cancellations and another from Matsuzawa with Japanese roller cancellations, though these have
been removed from their covers. They are kept in collections in their original groupings. These used stamps are
shown from the 75th Anniversary book published by Japan Philatelic Society, Foundation.
In that I only have mint and used examples of the 14 sen stamp in my collection but do not have any covers
bearing this stamp, hence the use of illustrations from other publications.
Official Notice of Issue
Design
Number issued
Paper
Plate
Gum

None
The Main Gate of the Kasuga Grand Shrine at Nara
50,000 (100 coils)
White, Showa watermark
Goebel printing
Colourless dextrine

Perforation
Specimen stamps
Image dimensions
First used
Postal rate for
Banned

13
None
18.2 x 22.3mm
S14.1.13 Shinagawa Yamanaka
Registered letters (10 Sen + 4 Sen) (31/3/1942)
Use prohibited after 31st August 1947.
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Values for Covers with 14sen Coil.
Entires
Letter with single stamp

Domestic
South Seas
Letter with pair
Dairen Central
Foreign mail, six stamps in mixed franking

FIGURE 132, 1939 cover from Palau,
To Suginami-ku, Tokyo-shi.
Cancel of ‘Palau, Mobile Sub-Office
14. 11. 3’, (3rd November 1939).

¥500,000
1,200,000
800,000
2,500,000

FIGURE 134, 1940 cover from
FIGURE 135, 1939 cover from
Tsu, Mie-ken, to Wakayama-shi. Shinagawa Yamanaka, Tokyo-shi,
Cancel ‘Tsu, 15. 3. 22’.
to Kurosaki-mura, Asakuchi-gun,
Okayama-ken.
Cancel ‘Shinagawa, Yamanaka,
14. 1. 13’, (13th January 1939).

Even loose used coil stamps of the 14sen value are quite scarce to obtain, the pair at the introduction
to this section are from my collection and those illustrated below, are from the Showa book referenced
on page 25, and are shown below as Figure 136.
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(A)

(B)

(C)
(D)
(E)
FIGURE 136, Used 14sen Showa stamps; (A) ‘Matsuzawa 14. 4. 12’, (12 April 1939). (B) ‘Tokyo, Nippon,
8. 4. 39’. (8th April 1939). (C) ‘Dairen Central, 14. 7. 7’, (7th July 1939). (D) ‘Matsuzawa, 14. 4. 12’.
(E) ‘Otemachi, 19. 3. 27’, (27th March 1944).
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THE FIRST SHOWA SERIES OF DEFINITIVE STAMPS – BOOKLET STAMPS.
Kenneth G. Clark.
This Part of this series, discusses the First Showa series booklet stamps, Nissen catalogue numbers BC9 40 x 2
sen stamps and BC10 20 x 4 sen stamps then with changed covers BC11 40 x 2 sen stamps and BC12 20 x
4 sen stamps. The main source of information was from the book by ARAI Toshimoto ‘Showa Stamp Research’,
The Nissen (JSCA) Catalogue, both translated by our member Nicholas Pertwee, and a translated article
‘Japanese Postal Booklets’ by YANAGIBARA Tomoharu, and references in ‘Japanese Philately’.
An overview of the production method is now given for a basic understanding of how the booklets were
manufactured; The stamps for these booklets were printed on the Goebel typographic rotary press but with the
arrangement for the perforations changed, thus, counting from the top of the sheet the 1st, 3rd, 5th, 7th, 9th, and
11th rows the perforation pins were omitted to form a part perforated sheet.
This was then cut along where the 1st and 11th rows would have been, and the margins containing the imprint
were destroyed. Next the finished sheets were folded in half vertically along with along with their glassine
backing paper, gum was applied along the right-hand edge and inserted into the continuous cover paper for
five booklets and then cut along the non-perforation gaps to form five booklets. Figure 117 shows the cut panes
as would be used in the 2 sen and 5 sen booklets.

(a)

(b)
FIGURE 117, Illustrating panes from the Showa booklets these panes (a) the 2 sen pane would be folded in the
centre, two panes with the left hand side glued are inserted into the 80 sen booklet cover, (b) the 4 sen pane if
folded down the centre, the left hand side glued then inserted into the 80 sen booklet cover.
Taking the 2 sen booklet and examining its two panes, both can be found with serial numbers, if odd – both
numbers will be odd numbers and if even - both numbers will be even numbers. Even without numbers, it is
clear from the frame lines that odd-numbered panes have been cut from odd-numbered sheets and evennumbered panes from even-numbered sheets.
But it is noted that the serial numbers do not follow in order, so that for example, one normally finds in the
booklets that 1234 and 1238 are together but not 1234 and 1236. Going by this it may be assumed that the final
sheet cutting on the Goebel rotary printing press was done sheet by sheet in the case of the normal fully
perforated definitive stamps, but at every one revolution of the master plate drum – two consecutive sheets in
other words – where the booklets are concerned.
(17)

The finished sheet product from the press was stacked, cut down the centre and bundled into 100 stamp sheets,
these were then made into booklets as described above.
BC9, 40 x 2 sen General NOGI Booklet.
BC9 This 80 sen booklet comprised of 40 x 2 sen General NOGI Maresuki definitive booklet stamps being
issued on the 16th October 1937 with a sale price of ¥80, The panes were produced as described above.
Perforation was all over P 13 x 13½ but this did not extend to the pane upper and lower edges which were
straight cut. The booklet cover was printed in two colour yellow-brown and deep green with a design of plant
and vine pattern, the cover was produced in high quality 165 kin heavy paper and the size of the booklet was
11.8 cm x 5.1 cm. The booklets were sold contained in a beautiful parchment paper enclosure. The booklet is
shown in Figure 118 below.

FIGURE 118, Booklet BC-9, 40 x 2 sen Nogi stamps, illustrated with even numbered sheets.
BC10, 20 x 4 sen Admiral TOGO booklets.
BC10 This 80 sen booklet comprised of 20 x 4 sen Admiral TOGO Heihachiro definitive booklet stamps being
issued on the 16th October 1937 with a sale price of ¥80. The panes were produced as described in the opening
paragraphs. Perforation was all over P 13 x 13½ but this did not extend to the pane upper and lower edges
which were straight cut. The booklet cover was printed in two colours crimson and blue with a geometrical
design of slanting lines and a vine pattern, the cover was produced in high quality 165 kin heavy paper and the
size of the booklet cover was 11.8 cm x 5.1cm. The booklets were sold in a parchment paper enclosure. The
booklet is shown in Figure 119 on the following page.
Each of the booklets issued on the 16th October 1937, firstly announced in the Communications Ministry
Ordinance No 86, was printed on the reverse side with a table of postal rates current at that time.
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FIGURE 119, Booklet BC-10, 20 x 4 sen Togo stamps, illustrated with odd numbered sheet.
With the war between Japan and China in 1940 and 1941, financial difficulties arose and the quality of stamp
production showed a decline. Stamp booklets were considered a luxury for they were expensive to produce and
were sold at no extra charge above the face value of the stamps. In order to make savings in both paper and
printing, the Government in February 1941, changed the booklet covers from two colour printing to a single
colour printing and reduced the quality of the cover paper to 80 kin and the parchment enclosure was
discontinued. This new style booklet first appeared in Tokyo Central Post Office in mid-February 1941 and
was available throughout Japan shortly after that.
BC11, 40 x 2 sen General Nogi Booklet.
BC11 This 80 sen booklet is comprised of 40 x 2 sen General NOGI Maresuke definitive booklet stamps being
issued in February 1941 with a sale price of ¥80. The panes were produced as described in the opening
paragraphs of this description of the Showa coil stamps. Perforation was all over P 13 x 13½ but this did not
extend to the upper and lower edges which were straight cut. The booklet cover was produced in a lower
quality material then the 1937 booklets being thinner and of 80 kin, this booklet cover is printed in a single
colour of Light-Brown with a plum-blossom design and the size of the booklet is 11.8 cm x 5.1 cm. This booklet
was not sold with any packaging. Booklets have been found bound in the thicker paper of 165 kin.
The booklet is illustrated in Figure 120 shown on the following page at reduced size of 85%.
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FIGURE 120, Booklet BC-11 40 x 2 sen Nogi stamps, illustrated with even numbered sheets.
BC12, 20 x 4 sen Admiral Togo Booklet.
BC12 This 80 sen booklet is comprised of 20 x 4 sen Admiral Togo Heihachiro definitive booklet stamps being
issued in February 1941 with a sale price of ¥80. The panes were manufactured as described in the opening
paragraphs of this description relating to Showa booklet stamps. Perforation is all over P 13 x 13½ excepting
the upper and lower pane edges which were straight cut. The booklet cover was produced in lower quality
materials than the 1937 booklets being thinner of just 80 kin, in a single colour ink of Dark-Blue monotone in
the design of rhomb ornamentation and the size of the booklet remains as 11.8 cm x 5.1 cm. This booklet was
not sold with any packaging. Panes exist where there are very obvious cutting errors showing parts of other
stamps or the frame lines. The booklet is illustrated in Figure 121 below at reduced size of 85%.

FIGURE 121, Booklet BC-12 20 x 4 sen Togo Stamps, Illustrated with odd numbered sheet.
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This Part in the series of articles relating to the Showa definitive stamps, discusses the Used booklet stamps and
the stamps used on covers/postcards. The main sources of information are from the books by; ARAI Toshimoto
‘Showa Stamp Research’, YANAGIBARA Tomoharu ‘Japanese Postal Booklets’, YAMAZAKI Yoshiyuki ‘The
Showa Stamp Catalogue’. Translation is by Nicholas Pertwee.
2 Sen Nogi Maresuke (Booklet) First Issued 16 October 1937, Second Issue February 1941.

FIGURE 137, 2sen Booklet pair cancelled ‘Kurashiki, 13. 12. 9’ (9th December 1938).
Booklet Valuation:
2 Sen Nogi Maresuke (First-issue Booklet)
2 Sen Nogi Maresuke (Second-issue Booklet)

Complete ….. Mihon ¥180,000
Thin-card cover
Complete …. Mihon ¥200,000
a Cover mis-cut
Complete ….………
2 Sen Nogi Maresuke (Second-issue Booklet) Thick-card cover
Complete ………..…
2 Sen Nogi Maresuke, Pane of 20
…..….
Mihon
¥80,000

 55,000
 25,000
 ¥50,000
 ¥90,000
 10,000  45,000

The issue date according to the official announcement was the 16th October 1937. Records are scanty for the
date of issue itself though there are reports that one package of booklets each was available at counters at
Tokyo Central and Osaka Central Post Offices on that date but no first-day covers are known. Whether this
was because no collectors turned up despite the official notice having been made or it was not though necessary
to mark the stamps with a first day cancellation and they were treated in the same way as the ordinary stamps
is not known, but just as there are no signs that any particular attention was paid to the Tazawa stamp booklets
on their day of issue, it is likely that the same situation applied to this Nogi 2 Sen booklet.
The first example of use was thought to have been more than a month after the date of issue, on 26 November
1937 at Osaka Central Post Office but this was revised when an item was found from Kobe Central Post Office
use on 26 October 1937, so just ten days after the issue date.
The usage of these Showa booklets was very popular due to the ease of carrying and there are numerous
examples of vertical pairs used from this 2 Sen Nogi booklet, see Figure 137, many of them on letters, and these
booklet stamps were used just as often as the regular stamps.
Examples are shown of the horizontal pairs used on a 1938 Express Letter at the 12sen rate set on the 1st April
1937 illustrated in Figure 138, then a 1940 cover illustrating a single 2sen booklet stamp used with a normal
2sen at the domestic 4sen First Class Letter rate of the 1st April 1937 see Figure 139, and then a 1945 postcard
used internally in Taiwan, used with a 2sen booklet stamp plus a Showa second series 1sen stamp making the
domestic 3sen 2nd Class Postcard rate of 1st April 1944, see Figure 140.
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FIGURE 138, 1938 Cover at 12sen Express Letter rate. FIGURE 139, 1940 Cover at 1st Class Letter rate.
From Asahi-cho, Kurashiki-shi, Okayama-ken.
From Aoba-cho, Komagome, Hongo-ku, Tokyo-shi.
Cancel of ‘Kurashiki, 13. 12. 9’ (9th December 1938).
Cancel of ‘Komagome, 15. 1. 13’, (1 January 1940).
To Kosei-cho, Okasaki-shi, Aichi-ken.
To Izumi-cho, Kiryu-shi, Gunma-ken.
Receiving cancel of same day ‘Okazaki, 13. 12. 9’.
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FIGURE 140, 1945 Postcard used in Taiwan at the domestic 3sen 2nd Class Postcard rate of 3sen
set on the 1st April 1944.
From Fuwei 189-12, Fuwei-gai, Fuwei-gun, Taiwan. Cancel of ‘Fuwei, 20. 3. 21’, ( 21 March 1945).
Sent to Minari-cho 1-chome, Taipei-shi, Taiwan.
Official Notice of Issue
Ministry of Communications Directive No. 86
‘The stamp booklets shown here will be issued on 16 October 1937. (Dated) 8 October 1937
(Signed) Minister of Communications Nagai Ryūtarō
2 Sen face value 40 stamps Price per booklet 80 Sen
4 Sen face value 20 stamps Price per booklet 80 Sen
(This stamp was banned after the war and its use prohibited after 31 August 1947)
Cover design, First issue: Decorative foliage with arabesque and words Stamp Booklet. Printed two colours
Second issue: Plum blossom and the words ‘Stamp Booklet’. Printed in one colour
Selling price
80 Sen (2 panes of 20 stamps)
Number issued
Not known
Paper
White, Showa watermark
Plate
Goebel printing (coil stamps)
Image dimensions
18.2 x 22.3mm
Gum
Colourless dextrine
Perforation
Comb 13 x 13½
Specimen (Mihon)
First issue:
Type I (hand-stamped overprints also exist)
Second issue: Type II
Banned
Use prohibited after 31 August 1947
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Values for 2sen booklet stamp used on mail
Postcards with single stamp
Domestic
Korea
Taiwan
South Seas
Karafuto
Kwantung Province

¥1,200
4,000
4,000
20,000
10,000
8,000

Pair on internal post
Domestic
Korea
Taiwan
South Seas
Karafuto
Kwantung Province

2,000
5,000
5,000
25,000
15.000
10,000

4 Sen Togo Heihachiro (Booklet), First Issued 16 October 1937, Second Issue February 1941.

FIGURE 141, 4sen Booklet pair cancelled ‘Oiso, 21. 5. 4’, (3rd May 1946).
Booklet Valuations:
4 Sen Togo Heihachiro (First-issue Booklet) Complete …..
Mihon ¥80,000  58,000
4 Sen Togo Heihachiro (Second-issue Booklet) Thin-card cover
Complete …
Mihon ¥100,000  4,500
4 Sen Togo Heihachiro Pane of 20
…..….
Mihon ¥40,000  2,000  30,000
Like its counterpart, the 2 Sen Nogi booklet, this 4sen booklet featured Togo Heihachiro and was on sale at
Tokyo and Osaka Central Post Offices from the day of issue. The popularity of these booklets is evidenced by
the large numbers of used copies that exist.
The first instance of use is on 19th October 1937 at Osaka South Office showing that though they are said only
to have been supplied just in time for the advertised day of issue, sales at post offices began shortly thereafter.
This stamp was used mostly as a single on letters and so its use in multiples or blocks deserves special attention.
Much use was also made of these stamps in Taiwan and Korea but they were not sent to the South Seas
territories and so there are very few examples of use from there, any examples from the South Seas are with
stamps which would have been those that people took with them and used there. The items illustrated are from
Kwantung Province to Peking, China Figure 142, Taiwan to Tokyo, Japan, Figure 143, and an internal Express
postcard in Figure 144.
In the case of the 2 Sen Nogi booklet, there are thin- and thick-card covers for the second-issue booklet, but the
4 Sen Togo booklet only exists with the thin-card cover for the second issue.
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FIGURE 142, 1940 China Cover at domestic 1st Class
Letter rate of 4sen. From Kaede-cho, Dairen-shi,
Kwantung. Cancel ‘Dairen Central, 15. 9. 25,
National Census Commemoration’, (25 Sept 1940).
To Chinlao Hutong, Inner City 5, Peking, China.
Receiving cancel ‘Peking (9), 30. 9. 29’, (30 Sept 1940).

FIGURE 143, 1942 Taiwan Cover at domestic 1st
Class Registered Express Letter rate of 18 sen.
From Satokane-cho, Heito-shi, Taiwan.
Cancel of ‘Heito,17.1.13’ (13th January 1942).
To Otemachi, Kojimachi-ku, Tokyo-shi, Japan.
Received 17. 1. 21, (21st January 1942).
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Official Notice of Issue
Ministry of Communications Directive No. 86
‘The stamp booklets shown here will be issued on 16 October 1937.
(Dated) 8 October 1937.
(Signed) Minister of Communications Nagai Ryūtarō
2 Sen face value 40 stamps Price per booklet 80 Sen
4 Sen face value 20 stamps Price per booklet 80 Sen
(This stamp was banned after the war and its use prohibited after 31 August 1947)
Cover First issue: Geometric design with slanting lines and arabesque and the words
‘Stamp Booklet’. Printed in two colours
Second issue: Diamond-shape design and the words ‘Stamp Booklet’. Printed in one colour.
Selling price
80 Sen (1 pane of 20 stamps)
Number issued
Not known
Paper
White, Showa watermark
Plate
Goebel printing (coil stamps)
Image dimensions
18.2 x 22.3mm
Gum
Colourless dextrine
Perforation
Comb 13 x 13½
Specimen
First issue:
Type I (hand-stamped overprints also exist)
Second issue: Type II
Banned
Use prohibited after 31 August 1947.

FIGURE 144, 1941 Postcard with pair of 4sen booklet stamps on 2sen Warrior Postcard paying the
8sen + 2sen Express Postcard rate of the 1st April 1937.
From the Kaihin Hotel, Kamakura-shi, Kanagawa-ken, cancelled ‘Kamakura, 16. 10. 7’ (7 October 1941).
Sent to Pension Normandy, Kobe-shi, receiving cancel ‘Kobe Central, 16.10.8’, (8 October 1941).
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Values for 4sen Booklet stamp use on mail items.
Internal mail with single stamp.
Domestic
¥1,500
Korea
4,000
Taiwan
4,000
South Seas
20,000
Karafuto
12,000
Kwantung Province
8,000
Foreign mail mixed usage.
Domestic
¥ 3,000
Korea
5,000
Taiwan
5,000
South Seas
Karafuto
Kwantung Province
10,000


This article appeared in the journal of the ‘British Society for Japanese Philately’ ‘KIKU SHIMBUN’
Issues KS No. 179 December 2019 and KS-No. 180 April 2020.
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